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Trouble in Paradise: Islands Collide in New Capsule Collection 
 
Language of the Birds (LOTB) launches with a capsule collection of dresses and 
tops centered on bold narrative patterns and unusual silhouettes. The line is a 
sophisticated hybrid with a crisp East Coast approach to textile design and Hawaiian 
infused dress forms. LOTB reimagines classic resort wear to be wearable everyday with 
modern, contemporary shapes and prints. The collection is equal measures tropical and 
urban, appropriate for a backyard party in Brooklyn or a getaway to the North Shore. 
 
At the heart of Language of the Birds is the creation of the perfect, occasion-less 
summer dress for the city or the sand. Using traditional pacific dress forms like 
holomu’u, mu’umu’u and kappogis as inspirational starting points LOTB modernizes 
them with insightful shape alterations, heritage finishing, witty custom textile design and 
incredibly wearable colorways. The collection is for confident, dynamic women who 
demand pieces that are smart, unconventional and multi-season.  
 
LOTB’s founder Tsia Carson is a born and bred New Yorker who relocated to Honolulu 
to be closer to the source of the clothes she loved...and of course the beach. Whether 
on Fire Island or the Na Pali Coast, on the LES or in Kaka’ako, an urbane take on beach 
lifestyle informs the brand. 
 
Excellent custom textile design is a brand cornerstone. LOTB focuses on hand silk 
screened textiles in patterns that are exclusive to the collection. All prints are limited 
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run.  “We work with designers, friends and heroes; who are often one in the same.” 
says Carson. The capsule collection features textiles by clothing designer/store owner 
Lina Rennell of Beklina and textile designer and critic at RISD, Gina Gregorio who also 
designs for Gary Graham.  
 
LOTB believes in ethical business practices and embraces transparency in its supply 
chain. Every item is made in the USA using small independently run factories and 
sustainable, eco-friendly production processes. The fabrics are silk screened by hand in 
Rhode Island (that means by people) using a traditional water based vat dye method. 
They are cut and sewn in NYC's garment district in a small factory run by a lovely 
woman named Theresa. The integrity of the craftsmanship creates a fabric with a 
beautiful hand, superior quality and long lasting construction that will endure for 
decades rather than years. LOTB could be called old fashioned with their emphasis on 
supporting American manufacturing, but they believe you should buy something you 
love and be able to wear it forever.  
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MORE INFO:  
Look book, high res pics:  
www.ofthebirds.com/press 
language@ofthebirds.com  
(347) 349-5597 
	  

	  


